KEY FEATURES NON-TRADITIONAL (SPECIALTY) CLASSROOMS

GradeCam can help quickly score and record common assessment types in Non-Traditional (Specialty) classrooms, including:

01. **HANDWRITTEN NUMERIC**

Utilize our newest technology to read and grade any numeric response with remarkable accuracy.

Example Question #5: "How many players are on a soccer team?" For music, this could be a question about time signatures, such as 4/4 or 3/4 or 2/2.

02. **RUBRIC WITH CAPTURE**

Use open capture areas to digitally “clip out” any type of drawn/written student work for grading on-the-go. Example Question #1: "Draw a soccer field and label each of the areas." For other specialty content areas such as music, this could be drawings of music notes.
**MUSIC**

Customize forms with letters A-G for students to complete note-reading assignments, use number grids for rhythm quizzes, etc. for quick grading.

**ART**

Utilize rubrics through teacher-completed forms, while critiquing art projects, to score students' achievement (i.e. use of color, shading, depth, overall composition, etc.) on a predetermined scale, scan completed GradeCam forms to instantly capture and analyze data, and then automatically transfer grades into any electronic gradebook.

Credit: orchestrateacher.blogspot.com
TECHNICAL SKILLS

Embed GradeCam forms on lined paper for written assessments (i.e. safety tests, procedures/project steps, etc.), and then simply bubble in student scores for easy scanning and automatic grade recording.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Use GradeCam forms to assess health, fitness and sports knowledge with practical multiple choice and True/False questions.